TROYES AND AUBE IN CHAMPAGNE in Olympics mode READY TO HOST YOU!
Wondering where to do your reconnaissance and preparation training for the 2024 Olympics?

5 good reasons to choose us

The Tour de France, hosted for the 9th time in our territory, on 6 and 7 July 2017, the French Veterans Fencing Championship on 17 and 18 June 2018, international football (soccer) matches, basketball...

1 • OUR EXPERIENCE WITH MAJOR EVENTS

City of Troyes, Troyes Champagne Metropolis, Aube Département Council...
Our communities are motivated, and accustomed to working together.
Our territory knows how to mobilize and coordinate its teams and vital community forces to meet the demanding technical specifications and security requirements of major events.
Aube en Champagne, prepare to be surprised

Paris - Troyes champion style
- 4H BY BIKE
- 8H RUNNING
- 11H WALKING

Shall we “Troyes” it?

An area near you, with easy access
Motorway and train

In proximity of 5 airports: Roissy-Charles de Gaulle, Paris Orly, Paris-Vatry, Troyes Barberey, Paris Beauvais

Paris - Troyes 90 min

Old Troyes, city of Art and History
Champagne Vineyards
Lakes bike path
3 • A FULL RANGE OF FACILITIES AND SERVICES

AN ARRAY OF FACILITIES WHERE YOU CAN UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL
Put yourself in a “village” state of mind. Imagine a BMX track, football pitches, tennis courts, multi-sport facilities, climbing walls, a 50 meter pool, rooms for fencing and gymnastics, an athletics stadium... all just a few steps from your accommodation. You are in Troyes! Train less than half an hour away on the 4500 hectares of lakes in the Forêt d’Orient, in the protected haven of a natural park ... Collective sports teams are included, thanks to the Stade de l’Aube and Salle Fernand-Ganne, venues accustomed to international football and basketball matches. Also in a restricted area conducive to relaxation and concentration. Just 5 minutes from the lively historic center ...

DIVERSE AND CONVENIENT ACCOMMODATION
From among the 2,700 rooms in the area, you will surely find accommodation adapted to your needs and budget. From the Centre Sportif de l’Aube - specialized in receiving groups in Troyes and at the Orient Lake - to 5 star hotels, these convenient accommodations have the capacity to house your teams near training areas.
Committed to slow tourism and advocating the values of sustainable development, the Aube assists its hotels with environmental labelling.

AN ENVIRONMENT AND SERVICES INVALUABLE TO YOUR ATHLETES
The “village” also includes an Institute of Sports Medicine, meeting rooms, an amphitheatre for debriefs, catering options, and various services. The proximity of a major University campus and 14 hectares of green space creates a studious atmosphere that is both relaxing and dynamic.
A land of conferences, Troyes and the Aube also include, in the heart of the city, a Convention Centre and an Exhibition Park accustomed to hosting major events.
THE SPORTS COMMUNITY MOBILIZED
The departmental committees and clubs of athletics, rowing, basketball, BMX, fencing, climbing, canoeing, gymnastics, football and judo, and the committee for disabled sports, have officially submitted their candidature to host sports delegations. They are already preparing for the Olympics by planning, right up until 2024, major events and activities aimed at developing sports for all. These grass-roots players contribute to discussions in local communities regarding the development and upgrading of sports facilities in the territory. The objective: that infrastructure inherited from the Olympic Games benefits everyone.

A STRONG POLITICAL WILL
Rewarding and supporting sport is a tradition here, whether that means daily assistance to associations or to high-level sports (Sports Night, Aube Olympics Trophies...). From 2016, our communities have officially supported the Paris bid. Aube Département Council, Troyes Champagne Metropolis, the cities of Troyes and Nogent-sur-Seine, each labelled active and sporty city, find common cause to position themselves as a host territory for athletes with a view towards Paris 2024. A project conducted in close partnership with the Aube Departmental Olympics and Sports Committee (CDOSA) and the state services (Departmental Directorate of Social Cohesion and Protection of the Population - DDCSPP).

I can assure you that Troyes and Aube are organized and determined to make your stay with us the springboard for your Olympics success.

Jacques Domont, President of the Aube Departmental Olympics and Sports Committee (CDOSA)
The Aube Stadium, a few minutes from the Centre sportif de l’Aube

The Chartreux Piscine, a 50 m pool

The Henri-Terré complex, the athletics stadium

Salle Fernand-Ganne, multi-sport basketball court

Sports Facility, climbing wall

THE CENTRE SPORTIF DE L’AUDE TROYES - THE LAKES

• 111 ROOMS ABLE TO ACCOMMODATE MORE THAN 270 PEOPLE INCLUDING 78 FOR PEOPLE WITH LIMITED MOBILITY
• SPACES FOR CATERING (550 PLACES) AND RECEPTION,
• SPACES TO WORK AND TO MEET FULLY EQUIPPED (200 SEAT AMPHITHEATRE, ROOMS FOR 10 TO 60 PEOPLE)

THE HENRI-TERMÉ COMPLEX

• 1 ATHLETICS STADIUM WITH 400 M TRACK AND 8 LANES
• 1 COVERED ATHLETICS FACILITY (60 M)
• 1 SWIMMING POOL, 50 M LENGTH
• 14 TENNIS COURTS
• 1 BMX TRACK, 360 M LONG
• 3 COVERED ADAPTABLE SPORTS COMPLEXES
• 6 LARGE-GAME AREAS

INSTITUTE OF SPORTS MEDICINE CARING FOR ATHLETES OF ALL LEVELS

• EVALUATION
• PREPARATION
• RECUPERATION

few minutes from the Centre sportif de l’Aube

The Henri-Terré complex, the athletics stadium
5 · EXCELLENCE AND SOLIDARITY AT THE HEART OF WHAT WE DO

The Olympics are a great opportunity for us to gather and mobilize all our vital forces: local authorities, stakeholders in the local sports sector, the educational community, businesses ...

We know that you will give your very best to be at the Olympic Games. We too are committed to excellence!

For us, leveraging sport to help drive sustainable development and assure territorial and inter-generational solidarity, is a true project for the territory.

Associating ourselves with the organization of the Olympics, a sports event of international scope, is a great opportunity for us to stimulate a real territory-wide dynamic by encouraging local participation in sport for all.

Together, because sharing is a value essential to the Olympic ideal,
They are ready to go the distance for you!

Sportsmen at heart, they know how to get a team together.
With just one goal: to find solutions adapted to your sport and your needs.

Your contacts for Troyes and the Aube in Olympics mode

Aube Département Council
Carole de Guglielmo
Phone: 03 25 42 52 27

City of Troyes and Troyes Champagne Metropolis
Benoit Nayrac
Phone: 03 25 42 33 86

enmodeJO@aube.fr

Made in France - By using 100% recycled Cocoon Offset paper, the environmental impact is reduced by:

- 153 KG of material sent to landfills
- 22 KG of CO₂
- 227 KM traveled in an average European car
- 4490 liters of water
- 263 KWH of energy
- 249 KG of wood

12 December 2017. Official launch of “Troyes and Aube in Olympics mode” initiative